
Cookies policy

This Cookie Policy applies to all users of this website.
The information presented below is intended to inform users of this website with regard to the
placement, use and administration of cookies by Global Records SRL in the context of users
browsing this website.
Cookies are used for the following purposes:
● operation of the site,
● to analyze the behavior of site visitors,
● for advertising.

What are cookies?
A cookie is a small file, consisting of letters and numbers, that will be stored on the computer,
mobile terminal or other equipment of a user from which it has accessed the Internet. The
cookie is installed by the request issued by the user's terminal to a Global Records server or to a
third party server.

How are cookies used by this site?
● to adjust the content of the website pages to the user's preferences and optimizing the use of
web pages,
● to recognize the user's device, its location and to correctly display the website, adapted to the
individual needs of the user,
● the correct configuration of the functions of the selected site, which allows, in particular,
checking the authenticity of the browser session,
● optimizing and increasing the efficiency of the provided services,
● adjusting the content of web pages to the user's preferences and optimizing use of web
pages. In particular, these files allow recognition of the basic parameters of the user's device
and the correct display of the website, adapted to his/her individual needs;
● the correct service of the affiliate program, allowing, in particular, the verification of the
sources redirecting users to the website.
● creating anonymous statistics that help understand how users of the website use pages from
the website, which allows for improvement of their structure and content.
● presenting the multimedia content on the site, which is downloaded from an external website,
e.g. youtube,
● collecting general and anonymous static data through analytical tools, e.g. Google Analytics,
● connecting to the website using a social website, e.g. Facebook.com,
● for interactive site popularization functions, using networking sites such as Facebook.com,
Pinterest.com,
● presenting opinions about the site, which are downloaded from an external website

How can cookies be stopped?
Disabling and refusing to receive cookies can make this website difficult to visit, entailing
limitations of its possibilities of use.
Users can configure their browser to reject or accept cookies from a specific website.
All browsers offer the ability to change cookie settings. These settings can be accessed, as a
rule, in the "options" section or in the "preferences" menu of your browser.



However, refusing or disabling cookies does not mean that you will no longer receive
advertising online - but only that it will not be adapted to your preferences and interests,
highlighted by navigation behavior.
To understand these settings, visit the following links:
· Cookie settings in Internet Explorer
· Cookie settings in Firefox
· Cookie settings in Chrome
· Cookie settings in Safari


